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Abstract: Various drought indices have been developed to monitor drought conditions. Each index 

has typical characteristics that make it applicable to a specific environment. In this study, six popular 

drought indices, namely, precipitation condition index (PCI), temperature condition index (TCI), 

vegetation condition index (VCI), vegetation health index (VHI), scaled drought condition index 

(SDCI), and temperature–vegetation dryness index (TVDI), have been used to monitor droughts in 

the Greater Changbai Mountains(GCM) in recent years. The spatial pattern and temporal trend of 

droughts in this area in the period 2001–2018 were explored by calculating these indices from multi-

source remote sensing data. Significant spatial–temporal variations were identified. The results of a 

slope analysis along with the F-statistic test showed that up to 20% of the study area showed a 

significant increasing or decreasing trend in drought. It was found that some drought indices cannot 

be explained by meteorological observations because of the time lag between meteorological 

drought and vegetation response. The drought condition and its changing pattern differ from 

various land cover types and indices, but the relative drought situation of different landforms is 

consistent among all indices. This work provides a basic reference for reasonably choosing drought 

indices for monitoring drought in the GCM to gain a better understanding of the ecosystem 

conditions and environment.  

Keywords: Multi-source remote sensing data; drought index; trend analysis; MODIS; TMPA. 

 

1. Introduction 

Drought is considered an environmental disaster, and many researchers, including 

environmentalists, ecologists, hydrologists, meteorologists, geologists, and agricultural scientists 

have investigated droughts [1]. Drought causes soil degradation, desertification, water deficit, plant 

death, sandstorm, fire disaster, and other disaster phenomena [2]. Moreover, drought also affects 

crop growth, influences global food prices, and contributes to political unrest [3–6]. Therefore, 

monitoring drought and studying its spatiotemporal dynamics are important for improving 

agricultural production, protecting the environment, and promoting sustainable social economic 

development [7].  

Traditional drought-monitoring methods are based on ground- or station-based meteorological 

and hydrological observations, such as precipitation, air temperature, soil moisture, 

evapotranspiration, and surface runoff. A series of meteorological drought indices, including the 
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Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) and Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), were developed 

based on these observation data. However, it is difficult to ensure the reliability of such interpolation 

because of the limited spatial density and uneven distribution of the observation stations [7,8]. 

Therefore, there is increased focus on remote sensing for drought monitoring because of its 

comprehensive, fast, and dynamic features that can rapidly and accurately yield multiscale and 

multitemporal information [9–13]. 

Many remote sensing-based drought indices have been established to reflect drought conditions. 

One of the most extensively used one is the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). 

However, when conducting drought monitoring over nonhomogeneous areas, NDVI is less reliable 

because of the effects of geographical location, ecological systems, and soil conditions [9,10]. To 

overcome these problems, Kogan proposed the vegetation condition index (VCI) by normalizing 

NDVI values to the maximum range of a specific area [9]. The weather-related NDVI component is 

smaller than the one related to the ecosystem; therefore, normalization successfully minimizes the 

ecosystem component. The VCI has been widely applied to drought monitoring and analysis, and its 

reliability has been verified by many studies [14–21]. VCI can individually monitor the effect of 

drought on vegetation health but is insufficient because it indicates only one moisture condition [14]. 

Considering that temperature may also reflect drought conditions to some extent, Kogan further 

developed the temperature condition index (TCI) by normalizing land surface temperature (LST) 

values to the maximum range of a specific area as an indicator of drought [10]. The vegetation health 

index (VHI), which averages the sum of VCI and TCI, too was introduced by Kogan [22]. The VHI 

has also been frequently used for agricultural purposes, such as crop yield estimation [18,19,23]. The 

principle of using VHI for drought monitoring is that an assessment of temperature conditions helps 

identify subtle changes in vegetation health because the effect of drought is more drastic if shortage 

of moisture is accompanied by excessive temperatures. The feasibility of using VHI has been 

validated in all major agricultural countries [22]. Precipitation deficit is an important condition for 

drought formation; therefore, the precipitation condition index (PCI) can reflect drought conditions 

[24]. Since drought usually is induced by precipitation deficit and rise in temperature and poses a 

threat to vegetation health, the scaled drought condition index (SDCI), which combines the PCI, TCI, 

and VCI, was proposed [25]. The abovementioned indices can be calculated from easily available 

satellite remote sensing data. Other researchers proposed the temperature–vegetation dryness index 

(TVDI) using the spatial relationship between the LST and NDVI based on the spectral reflectance of 

near-infrared (NIR) and red channels to indicate drought [26] and soil moisture conditions [27]. These 

indices take advantage of one or more aspects of droughts to reflect drought conditions; as a result, 

these indices have distinct characteristics that makes them suitable for different scenarios. 

Remote sensing can provide long-term series data with broad spatial coverage; hence, these data 

are a perfect source for Earth observation and land surface monitoring. Drought-monitoring research 

also benefits greatly from remote sensing techniques, which help track the long-term trend of drought 

condition easily. Liang et al. used the VCI to evaluate the spatiotemporal variations of drought in 

different regions in China based on a trend analysis of tendency rate (slope) [7]. The occurrence of 

drought events in Northeast China from 2001 to 2014 was also investigated using slope analysis [6]. 

Spatial and temporal variations of drought in Nepal were examined by trend analysis based on 

satellite-derived VCI [28]. The Greater Changbai Mountains (GCM) is extremely important from the 

ecological viewpoint for the entire Northeast Asia as well as the world owing to the well preserved 

and most abundant forests of different types. Therefore, understanding the drought conditions of the 

GCM is critical for understanding the ecosystem conditions and environment of this region. 

The main objectives of this study are (1) to evaluate the six widely used drought indices (PCI, 

VCI, TCI, VHI, SDCI, and TVDI) for drought monitoring in the GCM, considering that they reflect 

three different aspects of drought, namely precipitation, temperature, and vegetation conditions, and 

also that their data are easily available; (2) to explore the spatiotemporal patterns and the changing 

trend of drought in the GCM during the period 2001–2018; and (3) to analyze the correlations of the 

drought indices with meteorological factors and land cover types. 

2. Study Area and Data 
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2.1 Study Area 

The GCM include a part of the northeast provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning in China 

and have the largest protected temperate forest in Northeast Asia with many rare animal and plant 

resources. This area has been a focal point of ecosystem and biodiversity research based on remote 

sensing applications [27]. The Greater Changbai Mountains (GCM) has a northeast–southwest 

orientation and extends in the region 38°46′–47°30′ N latitude and 121°08′–134° E longitude (Figure 

1). It mainly includes parallel fault block mountain areas, such as Changbai, Laoyeling, 

Zhangguangcailing, and Hadaling. It extends 1,300 km from the north to the south and stretches 400 

km from the east to the west. The Changbai Mountain is somewhat spindle shaped, and it has a large 

elevation difference. Its highest peak is located in Jilin Province and is 2,670 m high. The total area of 

the mountains is approximately 2.8 × 105 km2. The Changbai Mountain is a treasure trove of world 

resources as it contains all types of vegetation from temperate to polar types. It covers climatic zones 

ranging from warm temperate to mid-temperate and from humid to semi humid zones. The 

mountain also has diverse soil types and complex landform types. The Changbai Mountain has 

diverse variety and is rich in species. The area mainly has coniferous and broad-leaved mixed forests 

dominated by Korean pine; coniferous forests dominated by fir, spruce, and larch; and broad-leaved 

forests in the temperate zone. The Changbai Mountain has a temperate humid monsoon climate and 

is located on the northeastern edge of the global monsoon climate regions. The region is also affected 

by the continental climate. Its climate is mainly characterized by long and cold winters and cool and 

short summers. The climate difference between the north and south is large as the region is spread 

across nearly 10° latitude, and the climate types vary greatly with the terrain because of the influence 

of altitude.  

 

Figure 1. Location map of the Greater Changbai Mountains (GCM). 

2.2 Data 

Satellite remote sensing data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 

(MODIS) and Tropical Rainfall Measurement Missions (TRMM) multi-satellite precipitation analyses 

(TMPA) were used as the inputs to generate different drought index images. Four products including 
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the NDVI, LST, Land cover and precipitation were employed as listed in Table 1. All data have a 

monthly or yearly temporal resolution. The monthly data were then aggregated to yearly data by 

averaging. For Land cover product (MCD12Q1), Land Cover Type 3 layer with annual Leaf Area 

Index classification scheme, which has 10 land cover classes, was used here. All these products have 

enough time scale to cover the whole of 2001–2018. 

Table 1. Satellite remote sensing products used in this study 

Satellite 

mission 

Product Data type Spatial 

resolution (m) 

Temporal 

resolution 

Source 

MODIS MOD13A3.006 NDVI 1,000 monthly [29] 

MYD11C3.006 LST 500 monthly [30] 

MCD12Q1.006 Land cover 500 yearly [31] 

TMPA TRMM 3B43 Precipitation ~25,000 monthly [32] 

The annual average temperature and total precipitation data for 14 prefecture-level cities in the 

GCM area from 2001 to 2017 (data of 2018 were missing) were collected from local statistical 

yearbooks. They were used to explore the correlation between remotely sensed drought indices and 

meteorological observations. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Drought Indices 

These six widely used drought indices (PCI, VCI, TCI, VHI, SDCI, and TVDI) can be categorized 

into three types. One type comprises a single-factor index, including PCI, TCI, and VCI, calculated 

only from one of the three—precipitation, LST, and NDVI (Table 2). The second type is an index 

comprising a combination of factors; examples of this type are the VHI and SDCI, which are 

calculated from weighted combinations of multiple single-factor indices (Table 3). The other one is 

TVDI, which employs the spatial relationship between LST and NDVI to reflect drought information 

(Equation (1)). 

Table 2. Single-factor drought indices*. 

Drought index Data source Formula Reference 

PCI TRMM PCI =
𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑖 − 𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛
 [33] 

TCI MODIS TCI =
𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑖

𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛
 [10] 

VCI MODIS VCI =
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑖 − 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛
 [9] 

* The minimum and maximum values in these formulas were selected for the whole 2001–2018 period over the 

whole study area 

Table 3. Drought indices based on a combination of factors 

Drought 

index 
Formula Weights 

Weight 

determination 

method 

Reference 

VHI VHI = αTCI + βVCI α = 0.5, β = 0.5 Empirical weights [11] 

SDCI 
SDCI = αTCI + βVCI +

γPCI 

α = 0.25, β = 0.25, γ = 

0.5 
Empirical weights [25] 

 

TVDI =
𝐿𝑆𝑇 − 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 － 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛
 (1) 
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𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 × 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 (2) 

𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑐 + 𝑑 × 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 (3) 

In Equation (1), 𝐿𝑆𝑇 is the observed surface temperature at a given pixel; 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 , the minimum 

surface temperature in the triangle for a given 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼  defining the wet edge (Equation (2)); and 

𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, the maximum surface temperature in the triangle for a given 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 defining the dry edge 

(Equation (3)) [27]. Their coefficients (a, b, c, and d) can be estimated by fitting the dry and wet edges 

of the triangle (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Simplified land surface temperature (LST)- normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) 

triangle (Adopted from [27]). 

MODIS and TRMM datasets were acquired and processed as the inputs to generate six drought 

indices. The values of each of these indices range from 0 to 1, with a higher value indicating less 

drought for most indices. However, for TVDI, a higher value indicates a more severe drought. Table 

4 lists the classification scheme of these indices for drought levels according to [34]. 

Table 4. Classification scheme of the drought indices employed in this study [34]. 

Name of class PCI TCI VCI SDCI VHI TVDI 

Extreme drought 0–0.1 0–0.1 0–0.1 0–0.2 0–0.1  

Severe drought 0.1–0.2 0.1–0.2 0.1–0.2 0.2–0.3 0.1–0.2 0.8–1 

Moderate drought 0.2–0.3 0.2–0.3 0.2–0.3 0.3–0.4 0.2–0.3 0.6–0.8 

Mild drought 0.3–0.4 0.3–0.4 0.3–0.4 0.4–0.5 0.3–0.4 0.4–0.6 

Abnormal drought 0.4–0.5 0.4–0.5 0.4–0.5    

No drought 0.5–1 0.5–1 0.5–1 0.5–1 0.4–1 0–0.4 

3.2. Trend Analysis 

To reveal the trend of the drought condition from 2001 to 2018, a temporal trend analysis based 

on the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression was conducted for each drought index (DI) pixel. 

Then, a linear equation of a DI was fit as a function of the variable “YEAR” to calculate the slope 

(Equation (4)). An image of the changing slope over the period 2001–2018 was thus obtained. 

1 1 1
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i i
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i i
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= = =

= =

  −
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, (4) 

In Equation (4), n represents the total number of observation years (n = 18). DIi represents the 

mean value of drought index for the ith year. SLOPE > 0 represents an increasing trend of DI from 
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2001 to 2018. Conversely, SLOPE < 0 represents a decreasing trend. F-statistics were conducted to 

determine the significance of the fitted linear regression model.  

4. Results 

4.1. Spatial Pattern 

Figure 3 shows six DI maps that were averaged based on the annual draught indices from 2001 

to 2018. Figure 3(a–e) presents those drought indices whose lower values indicate severe drought, 

while Figure 3(f) shows the TVDI map for which a higher value indicates severe drought.  

According to the PCI shown in Figure 3 (a) and the classification scheme presented in Table 4, 

the southeast area of the GCM region where Baishan, Tonghua, and Dandong Cities are located, 

exhibits no drought conditions, whereas the northeast area (ShuangyaShan) has a low PCI value, 

indicating obvious drought conditions. Most of the remaining areas had slight or no drought. The 

TCI and VCI maps show slightly different drought patterns. According to the TCI map, most of the 

GCM area experienced drought conditions, except for the mountains in the central region. The VCI 

map indicates that most of the area experienced slight or no drought, except for the low-lying areas 

in the southwest and northeast. Since the TCI is related to LST, and the VCI is related to NDVI, the 

conflict between the TCI and VCI suggests that vegetation flourished in the mountains despite the 

high LST, indicating that the vegetation in the GCM area has high drought endurance. The VHI is 

high (no drought/wet conditions) in the southeast area with high elevation, while low (drought 

conditions) in the low-lying southwest and northeast areas. The other area has moderate VHI values, 

indicating mild drought conditions according to the classification in Table 4. The SDCI map shows a 

pattern similar to that of the PCI map, largely because the PCI is an important factor in the SDCI. 

According to the TVDI map, no drought conditions occurred in the southeast area with high 

elevation. The remaining parts of the region exhibited slight to moderate drought conditions. The 

spatial pattern of the TVDI was similar to that of the VHI. Thus, these six indices exhibit different 

drought information for the GCM area. This is mainly because they are calculated from different 

combinations of precipitation, LST, and vegetation status. Thus far, we cannot conclude which index 

is more reliable because they all try to reflect one or more aspects of drought conditions. The 

differences among the index maps also suggests that the method for drought monitoring should be 

selected carefully. 
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Figure 3. Six drought indices averaged over 18 years for the Greater Changbai Mountains (GCM). (a) 

Precipitation condition index (PCI), (b) temperature condition index (TCI), (c) vegetation condition 

index (VCI), (d) vegetation health index (VHI), (e) scaled drought condition index (SDCI), and (f) 

temperature–vegetation dryness index (TVDI). 

4.2. Temporal Trend 

Trend analyses were conducted for the annual index images using the aforementioned OLS 

regression and F-statistics. On the basis of the calculated slopes and significant levels, the trends of 

changes in the drought indices were classified into seven categories: (1) highly significant decrease 

(SLOPE < 0, p ≤ 0.01), (2) significant decrease (SLOPE < 0, 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05), (3) moderately significant 

decrease (SLOPE < 0, 0.05 < p ≤ 0.1), (4) no significant change (p > 0.1), (5) moderately significant 

increase (SLOPE < 0, 0.05 < p ≤ 0.1), (6) significant increase (SLOPE > 0, 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05), and (7) highly 

significant increase (SLOPE > 0, p ≤ 0.01) [35], as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows a significant PCI 

decrease for 8.8% of the study area and a significant increase for 13.6% of the area. The remaining 

area exhibited no significant change during the last 18 years. The area with a significant increase in 

the PCI is mainly located near Mudanjiang, Jilin, and Yanji City, while the area with significantly 

decreasing PCI is mainly distributed near Liaoyang, Anshan, and Dandong City. For TCI, 3.3% of the 

area experienced a significant increase and 3.3% of the area witnessed a significant decrease. The area 

with a significant decrease was distributed near the north of Shuangyashan and Qitaihe City and 

south of Anshan City, suggesting that these areas experienced very severe droughts in the recent 18 

years. The positive trend was mainly observed in Mudanjiang and Tonghua City. With regard to the 

VCI, a significant increase was seen for 5.3% of the study area, whereas a significant decrease was 

seen for 21.3%, indicating that a larger area tended to experience very severe droughts recently. The 

areas with a significant decrease in the VCI are mostly located in the southern coastal region, Yanji 

in Jilin, and the northern part of Shuangyashan. The rest of Shuangyashan and Baishan exhibited an 

increase in the VCI. VHI trend analysis showed that 4.9% of the GCM area experienced a significant 

drought alleviation, whereas 14.1% experienced a significant drought aggravation. The spatial 

pattern of the VHI trend is similar to that of the VCI trend. SDCI trend analysis revealed that about 

11% of the central area of the GCM experienced a significant increase (i.e., drought condition is 

relieving); meanwhile, almost an identical extent in the southwest experienced drought aggravation. 

TVDI trend analysis showed that a sparse area of 9.0% of the GCM experienced a significant increase, 

whereas 3.5% of the area experienced a significant decrease. The region with the decreasing TVDI 

was mostly distributed near Mudanjiang, Liaoyuan, and Tonghua. 

Thus, the trend analyses indicate different drought trends for different indices. For the GCM, 

both PCI and SDCI show similar patterns that the central area is getting wetter and the southwest 

area is getting drier. VCI and VHI exhibit similar patterns showing sparse areas with decrease 

(drying) and overwhelming increase (wetting).  
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Figure 4. Slopes of drought indices during 2001–2018. (a) PCI, (b) TCI, (c) VCI, (d) VHI, (e) SDCI, and 

(f) TVDI 

4.3. Correlations between Drought Indices and Meterological Factors 

The annual average precipitation and temperature were collected from 14 prefecture-level cities 

in the GCM. Six annual drought indices were plotted for these cities, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 

6. As shown in Figure 5, PCI and SDCI both show similar annual patterns with precipitation. This is 

because precipitation is an important input for both these indices. The other four indices (VCI, TCI, 

TVDI, and VHI) do not show any clear relation with annual precipitation. TCI mainly reflects the 

surface temperature variation, while for the other three indices, NDVI is an important input.  

Dandong has a relatively larger precipitation volume with high variations from 2001 to 2018 

because of its special geolocation. Its forest coverage is as high as 65%, endowing the region with 

high water-holding capacity. Precipitation-based drought indices in this area indicate clearly humid 

characteristics. For example, the precipitation was very high in 2012 and 2013, and the average annual 

temperature was lower (Figure 6 (d)). Therefore, most of the indices identified the lack of a drought 

condition in these 2 years. Benxi, which is a city neighboring Dandong, had slightly lower annual 

average temperature and precipitation. Its drought condition was similar to Dandong according to 

different indices. Anshan and Liaoyang are located inland and receive less precipitation than 

Dandong and Benxi. In particular, in 2014, the precipitation of Liaoyang was only 300 mm, and the 

average temperature was higher than 10 °C, which was significantly higher than that in the other 

years. PCI and SDCI clearly indicate the drought situation in Liaoyang. Anshan received 

precipitation as low as approximately 400 mm in 2014, and the average annual temperature was 

higher than 11 °C. PCI and SDCI also reflected the drought situation of Anshan correctly. Fushun 

received an annual precipitation exceeding 1,000 mm in 2010 and 2013, and its average annual 

temperature was between 5.5 °C and 6 °C; meanwhile, in 2011 and 2014, it received a very low 

precipitation of 500 mm, and the PCI and SDCI values clearly reflect these changes. Baishan and 

Tonghua are located close to the Changbai Mountain Nature Reserve. The annual precipitation and 

temperature were relatively stable from 2001 to 2018. The drought indices also tended to vary 

smoothly. Jilin and Liaoyuan experienced similar annual precipitation variations in the recent years. 

In 2011, their annual precipitation was the lowest, only about 500 mm, which was captured by PCI 

and SDCI. Yanji, Jixi, Mudanjiang, Qitaihe, and Shuangyashan are located inland north of the 

Changbai Mountain Nature Reserve and have high latitudes, low annual average temperatures, and 

annual precipitations less than 800 mm. Their PCI, TCI, VCI, VHI, and SDCI values are lower than 

those in other regions. In the GCM, the TVDI, VCI, TCI, and VHI values also exhibit distinct annual 

patterns that do not appear to be related to the annual precipitation and temperature. This may 
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because these indices do not consider precipitation, and indicate droughts based on the LST 

anomalies and vegetation health. The annual average temperature is usually not sensitive enough to 

reflect LST anomalies; hence, LST-based indices fail to show consistency with annual average 

temperature variations. Further, vegetation health may be sometimes affected by factors besides 

drought, and there is usually a time lag before drought can cause deterioration of vegetation health. 

This may be the reason why vegetation-based indices also fail to show consistency with the 

precipitation and temperature patterns. 

 

Figure 5. Relationship between annual drought indices and precipitation in the GCM. (a)–(n) are 

Table 14. prefecture-level cities. (a) Anshan; (b) Baishan; (c) Benxi; (d) Dandong; (e) Fushun; (f) Jilin; 

(h) Jixi; (h) Liaoyang; (i) Liaoyuan; (j) Mudanjiang; (k) Qitaihe; (l) Shuangyashan; (m) Tonghua; (n) 

Yanji. 
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Figure 6. Relationship between annual drought indices and temperature in the GCM. (a)–(n) are the 

14 prefecture-level cities. (a) Anshan; (b) Baishan; (c) Benxi; (d) Dandong; (e) Fushun; (f) Jilin; (h) Jixi; 

(h) Liaoyang; (i) Liaoyuan; (j) Mudanjiang; (k) Qitaihe; (l) Shuangyashan; (m) Tonghua; (n) Yanji. 
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4.4. Correlations between Drought Indices and Land Cover Types 

An examination of the annual land cover data from 2001 to 2018 revealed very little land cover 

change over these years. Therefore, in this study, we assumed that there was no land cover change, 

and we used the land cover map of 2018 as the current condition of land cover to investigate the 

correlations between drought indices and land cover types. According to the 2018 land cover map, in 

the GCM, deciduous broadleaf forests, grasslands, and savannas accounted for 46.8%, 30.4%, and 

18.1%, respectively. The other seven land cover types account for less than 5%.  

The distribution of vegetation types has a strong relationship with regional climatic factors, and 

surface temperature is an important climatic factor that affects the zonal distribution of vegetation 

types. Temperature is an important limiting factor for plant growth in the GCM; forest vegetation 

types, in particular, have distinct vertical zonal distribution characteristics. NDVI represents 

vegetation characteristics, and there exists a clear relationship between NDVI and LST. Le Page et al. 

[36] found that the negative correlation between NDVI and LST in agricultural area is due to drastic 

evaporation that decreases LST. However, there exists a positive correlation between NDVI and LST 

in the northeastern part of the study area, and this correlation is explained by the simultaneous forest 

leaf loss and fall in surface temperature (the coldest months). Figure 7 (a) and (b) present the mean 

values of the six drought indices for different land cover types in 2018 and 2001. For the NDVI-based 

index (i.e., VCI) and the LST-based index (TCI), when the land cover changes from deciduous 

needleleaf forests to unvegetated lands, VCI decreases, while TCI increases. These two indices exhibit 

distinct patterns in different land cover types. The variability in the slope of the inverse LST–NDVI 

relationship in association with local topographic and environmental conditions has been assessed 

in previous studies [37]. The validity of VHI as a drought detection tool relies on the assumption that 

the NDVI and LST at a given pixel vary inversely over time with variations in VCI and TCI driven 

by local moisture conditions. However, over vast areas and long periods, the LST–NDVI relationship 

is nonunique and often nonnegative [37–39]. According to [37–39], NDVI and LST are positively 

related usually in energy-limited ecosystems, which implies that high temperature promotes the 

growth of vegetation. In this case, VHI and TVDI may not be appropriate for indicating drought 

conditions. However, for water-limited ecosystems, where high temperature may inhibit vegetation 

growth, NDVI has a negative relation with LST, conforming with the assumption of TVDI. In this 

case, TVDI and VHI are applicable for indicating drought conditions. Since the water-holding 

capacity of deciduous broadleaf forests is stronger than that of grasslands, deciduous broadleaf 

forests generally are more humid than grasslands. This is reflected by almost all the drought indices. 

Savannas comprise a mixed forest–grassland type of vegetation and have drought indices 

intermediate between those of the deciduous forests and grasslands.  

We examined the zonal statistic to the slope value based on land cover types. Figure 7 (c) shows 

the mean SLOPE values (scaled by 100) of drought indices from 2001 to 2018 for different land cover 

types. The TVDI SLOPE values of evergreen needleleaf forests is the highest among all land cover 

types; the SLOPE values of the other five indices are low and negative. This suggests that evergreen 

needleleaf forests in the GCM clearly have experienced severe drought conditions. Savannas and 

deciduous needleleaf forests also have similar but weaker changing patterns with positive slope for 

TVDI but negative slope for the other indices, which is similar to Zribi et al. [40], who analyzed 

drought affection on vegetation coverage based on time series Vegetation Anomaly Index (VAI). Our 

analysis of slope and land cover types showed that VCI and VHI have negative values with similar 

variation patterns across different land cover types. This means that the VCI and VHI decreased from 

2001 to 2018, indicating an overall drying trend. The sharpest trend occurs in the case of unvegetated 

Lands. Since PCI is a precipitation-based index, when the precipitation increases, the slope of PCI is 

positive, indicating a wetting situation. Broadleaf croplands and deciduous broadleaf forests, which 

together account for a large proportion of the GCM, have high water-holding capacity. Figure 7 (c) 

shows that the slope values for these types is positive, indicating a wetting situation. 
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Figure 7. Drought indices and their changing slopes for different land cover types: (a) Drought indices 

in 2018; (b) drought indices in 2001; and (c) slopes (×100) of drought indices from 2001 to 2018. 

5. Discussion 

Spatiotemporal analyses of DI values showed that approximately 80% of the GCM experienced 

stable drought conditions without significant changes over the last 18 years. In general, precipitation-

based indices (PCI and SDCI) showed similar spatiotemporal patterns, while two vegetation-based 

indices (VCI and VHI) exhibited similar patterns. The other two indices based on LST revealed vague 

changing patterns of drought, with pixels indicating significant changes distributed sparsely across 

the whole study area. This may be because the LST is extremely sensitive to location and land cover 

type and varies with time. By comparing the annual pattern of change of drought indices with the 

meteorological factors such as precipitation and temperature, we found that the LST-based indices 

(TCI and TVDI) were not closely related to either annual average precipitation or temperature. 

Analysis of the relationship of the land cover type with drought indices as well as their slope showed 

that grasslands are more easily affected by droughts than are deciduous broadleaf forests. The 

changing rates of the drought situation of three forests (i.e., evergreen needleleaf forests, deciduous 

broadleaf forests, and deciduous needleleaf forests) are clearly greater than those of the other land 

cover types.  
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As the GCM is a mountainous area, the terrain too may affect the drought situation. We extracted 

landforms of the GCM based on the terrain information extracted from Shuttle Radar Topography 

Mission digital elevation model according to [41]. Eight geomorphic units with different 

combinations of altitude and relief were determined. Relief is the difference between the maximum 

and minimum altitude in a landform unit. It is usually calculated in square or circular sampling units. 

These units include the low-altitude plain (LAP), low-altitude hill (LAH), low-relief and low-altitude 

mountain (LR-LAM), middle-relief and low-altitude mountain (MR-LAM), middle-altitude plain, 

middle-altitude hill (MAH), low-relief and middle-altitude mountain (LR-MAM), and middle-relief 

and middle-altitude mountain (MR-MAM) (Figure 8(a)). Zonal statistics of the six DI maps of 2018, 

shown in Figure 8, were obtained based on the geomorphic unit map in order to calculate the mean 

DI values in different units. The relative drought situation was consistent regardless of the index used. 

Overall, the MR-MAM and MAH have smaller TVDI values and higher values for the other five 

indices, indicating a mild drought condition; this may be a result of the higher altitude of the MR-

MAM and MAH along with the lower temperature and the generally greater precipitation and better 

forest coverage in these regions. Drier areas generally correspond to the geomorphic units of LAP 

and LAH, which have low altitude and poorer vegetation coverage compared to high-altitude areas. 

. 

Figure 8. (a) Landforms of the GCM; (b–g) Mean values of drought indices in different geomorphic 

units (b: PCI; c: TCI; d: VCI; e: VHI; f: SDCI; and g: TVDI). 

6. Conclusion 

In this study, six widely used drought indices (PCI, VCI, TCI, VHI, SDCI, and TVDI) were used 

for monitoring drought in the GCM from the viewpoints of temperature, precipitation, and 

vegetation condition. Unlike the remote sensing products such as LST, precipitation, and vegetation 

indices, which provide absolute information, the aforementioned indices are computed for a certain 
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area based on one or more of the remote sensing products, to reflect drought conditions. The 

spatiotemporal variations of drought were examined using the annual series of these indices from 

2001 to 2018. The drought trends may be different for different indices. This indicates that the 

applicability of different indices differs with the location within the study area itself. Both PCI and 

SDCI show similar patterns, indicating that the central region of the GCM is getting wetter and the 

southwestern area is getting drier. VCI and VHI exhibit similar patterns with more drying trends. 

The correlations between these drought indices and meteorological factors were discussed to reveal 

that different indices are affected differently by precipitation and temperature variations. This is 

because these indices focus on different aspects of drought causes and symptoms, namely, 

precipitation, LST, and vegetation health. A comparison of the time series of the indices with 

precipitation and temperature showed that some drought indices cannot be explained by 

meteorological observations probably because of the time lag between meteorological drought and 

vegetation response. In particular, VHI and SDCI were generally employed for agricultural drought 

monitoring based on empirical weights. Note that the weights of these indices are adjustable. They 

may help us gain a better judgment about the drought conditions in different study areas. For this 

purpose, in situ observations can be employed in the future.  

An examination of the slope of changes in drought for the different land cover types showed 

that the evergreen needleleaf forests in the GCM experienced increasingly severe drought conditions 

in recent years. Similar patterns with weaker changes were obtained for savannas and deciduous 

needleleaf forests. VCI and VHI exhibited similar variation patterns across different land cover types. 

The slopes of VCI and VHI for all land cover types are negative, indicating an overall drying trend. 

Note that the trend of vegetation-based indices may be affected by the long-term physical changes in 

vegetation. 

The terrain is regarded an important factor for drought conditions. Based on the statistical 

analysis of drought patterns in different landforms, it was found that although different indices 

indicate distinct drought conditions, the relative drought situation of different landforms is consistent 

regardless of the index. This implies that the landform type may be important ancillary information 

for drought monitoring. 

Note that many drought indices and drought-monitoring methods were not considered in this 

study. From the perspective of drought consequences, soil moisture is a direct indicator for drought 

and has been adopted in several drought indices. Our future work is to adopt the indices related to 

soil moisture for a more comprehensive study in order to propose the most appropriate method for 

monitoring drought in the GCM. Nevertheless, the results of this study so far have preliminarily 

demonstrated the convenience of using remote sensing product-based indices for drought 

monitoring in the GCM as well as the differences between these indices. The results are expected to 

provide guidance for drought monitoring to help understand and monitor the ecosystem conditions 

and the environment in this region. 
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